Objectives: We aimed at assessing whether differences among males and females in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) epidemiology might be attributable to segregation with respect to occupational biomechanical exposures or differential access to care by sex. Methods: We analysed surgically treated cases of CTS occurring among non-manual workers in Tuscany between 1997 and 2000. We conducted a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the difference in occupational biomechanical exposures between males and females necessary to explain the observed incidence rate ratios. We also accounted for the sex-specific probability of receiving surgery after the diagnosis of CTS, as women were reported to be more likely to undergo surgery in a subset of our study population. We quantified the hypothetical biomechanical overload through the hand activity level (HAL) metric proposed by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. To quantify the effect of HAL on CTS risk, we assumed a prior distribution based on findings from two large cohort studies of industrial workers. Results: After adjustment for the probability of receiving surgery, women showed a 4-fold incidence of CTS as compared with men. To explain this association among non-manual workers, women should have an average value of HAL at least 5 points higher. Conclusions: Our analysis does not support the hypothesis that the difference in CTS incidence between males and females is entirely attributable to occupational risk factors or to differential access to surgery. The causal pathway between sex and CTS might include more determinants such This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs licence (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits non-commercial reproduction and distribution of the work, in any medium, provided the original work is not altered or transformed in any way, and that the work is properly cited. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oup.com Exposures and Health, 2018, Vol. 62, No. 4 as hormonal factors, anthropometric characteristics, and non-occupational exposure to biomechanical overload (e.g. household tasks).
Introduction
Population studies demonstrated an important difference in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) incidence between males and females (Mondelli et al., 2002; Mattioli et al., 2008; English et al., 2015; Roquelaure et al., 2017) . In Italy, a 4-to 5-fold increase in risk was observed for women compared with men for both CTS diagnosis and surgery (Mondelli et al., 2002; Violante et al., 2007; Mattioli et al., 2008) . In the past, several epidemiological studies have been conducted to identify plausible sex-specific causes of CTS, possibly including hormonal factors, pregnancy, anthropometric characteristics, and non-occupational biomechanical exposures (Dieck and Kelsey, 1985; Padua et al., 2010; Apostoli et al., 2012; Mondelli et al., 2016a) . Intriguingly, lower sex ratios were observed for CTS diagnosis in large cohort studies of industrial workers where the exposure to biomechanical risk factors was carefully assessed (Kapellusch et al., 2014; Violante et al., 2016) . This fact suggests that the association between sex and CTS risk might convey information on residual confounding due to biomechanical exposures (Messing and Silverstein, 2009; Silverstein et al., 2009; Burt et al., 2013) . Indeed, on the one hand, biomechanical risk factors-in particular the execution of forceful movements and high exertion frequencies-are important determinant of CTS (Kozak et al., 2015) . On the other hand, available evidence suggests that women are more likely to perform repetitive task and to work at high pace, also within a specific occupation (Eng et al., 2011) . Thus, sex might act as a surrogate of exposure when biomechanical risk factors are poorly measured and misclassified. Establishing whether the effect of sex on CTS risk is merely determined by the pattern of occupational exposures or not could be fundamental for preventive purposes (Messing and Silverstein, 2009) . A further issue in the study of differences between males and females in CTS is the potential for differential access to surgery. Women might be more likely than men to report symptoms (Mondelli et al., 2005) ; in addition, an ecological comparison of diagnosis and surgery rates in the district of Siena-one of the ten provinces of Tuscany-suggested that women tended to undergo surgery more frequently than men (Mattioli et al., 2009a) . Hence, the potential of ascertainment bias (i.e. a different probability of receiving surgery given the presence of CTS by sex) should be assessed in population studies of the incidence of surgically treated CTS incidence by sex.
The aim of the present study is to explore the hypothesis that differences between males and females in surgically treated idiopathic CTS registered among nonmanual workers in Tuscany (Italy), between 1997 and 2000, could be explained by ascertainment bias and/or by gender segregation with respect to occupational biomechanical exposures.
Methods

Study design and population
In common epidemiological practice, researchers estimate parameters of interest (e.g. relative risk for the exposure under study) running multivariable regression models; these models consider information on measured confounders and provide 'adjusted' estimates. Unfortunately, this approach fails to consider (i) source of bias other than confounding and (ii) the possible effect of unknown or unmeasured confounders (Lash et al., 2014) . In our analysis, we wanted to consider explicitly two possible sources of bias in the study of the association between sex and surgically treated CTS: (i) case ascertainment bias and (ii) confounding due to unmeasured occupational biomechanical risk factors. To deal with these aspects, we conducted a Monte Carlo simulation assuming probability distributions for the unmeasured parameters based on available data from the scientific literature.
The study population and the data collection were described in detail elsewhere (Mattioli et al., 2009b; Curti et al., 2014) . Briefly, information on 17 988 surgically treated cases of CTS among residents of Tuscany occurring during 1997-2000 was collected from obligatory discharge records of all Italian public/private hospitals. To restrict the study to idiopathic CTS, 245 cases with the following secondary (i.e. coexisting) diagnoses were excluded: hypothyroidism (ICD-9 codes 243, 244), thyroiditis (245), diabetes mellitus (250), gout (274.0), amyloidosis (277.3), overweight/obesity (278), complications of pregnancy (646.8, 646.9) , connective tissue diseases (710), rheumatoid arthritis (714), osteoarthritis of the hand/forearm (715.3, 715.4), wrist fractures (813.4), shoulder/upper limb peripheral nerve injuries (955), and pregnancy (V22) (Atcheson et al., 1998; van Dijk et al., 2003; Geoghegan et al., 2004) . Because of limited numbers of cases in the youngest age groups and selection bias considerations related to 'retired' occupational status (in Italy, women retire at a younger age than men do), workers aged below 25 (n = 222) or above 59 years (n = 6687) were not considered in our study. Full-time housewives (n = 3332) and members of armed forces (n = 18) were excluded from this analysis, along with students (n = 16), cases with undeclared/ unknown employment status (n = 350), patients treated outside Tuscany (n = 303), unemployed (n = 185), retired subjects (n = 890), first job seekers (n = 22), and those with 'other' (unspecified) job titles (n = 236). After these exclusions, 5482 cases of idiopathic surgically treated CTS entered our analysis.
Denominators (i.e. number of at-risk subjects) were constructed based on the national census data (2001) that report the population structure by age and sex. As we excluded from the analysis the cases occurring among housewives, we also subtracted from the denominators the number of fulltime housewives using information from National Institute for Statistics (ISTAT) classification of 'non-workforce', which includes a specific 'housewife' category.
In Tuscany, all discharge records report the current (i.e. at the time of the hospitalization) occupation classified as follows: managers (14 CTS cases during the study period), self-employed professionals (75), entrepreneurs (34), clerical workers (672), associate professionals (280), skilled/ unskilled manual workers (1424), service workers (1905), home-based workers (155), and self-employed manual workers (923). Unfortunately, the occupational coding of the discharge records does not match the ISTAT-2001 Classification of Occupations applied to classify job titles in the 2001 census. However, both classifications allow distinguishing non-manual workers and manual workers (also including routine-service workers). Supplementary Table 1 (available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online) presents the matching scheme of occupational grouping used in our analysis. In the present article, we focused on non-manual workers, considering manual workers only for preliminary analysis.
Analysis of sex-related ascertainment bias
Available evidence suggests that women might be more likely to undergo surgery for CTS after the diagnosis, possibly due to a more severe clinical course (Mondelli et al., 2005; Mattioli et al., 2009a) ; this factor might introduce a form of selection bias when evaluating the association between CTS and sex. Noteworthy, there are available data on sex-specific incidence rates of diagnosed and surgically treated CTS in the province of Siena in 1997-1998 [ Table 1 , adapted from Mattioli et al. (2009a) ]. Siena is one of the ten provinces in Tuscany and represents 7-8% of the total population of the region. Thus, we had information on the proportion of patients with CTS that underwent surgery based on data registered during the study period in a subsample of our study population. As shown in Table 1 , in 1997-1998 there were 604 diagnoses of CTS among women in Siena. The probability of receiving surgery for a woman with CTS was 44.7% [95% confidence intervals (CI) 40.7-48.8%]. Among men, there were 70 surgeries over a total of 194 diagnoses; the probability of receiving surgery after the diagnosis was 36.1% (95% CI 29.3-43.3%). Based on these sex specific probabilities, we estimated the total number of sex-specific CTS diagnoses as follows: where P(S + |D + ) is the probability of receiving surgery after the diagnosis of CTS. The estimated numbers of diagnosis were rounded to the nearest integer and modelled as the dependent variable in Poisson regression models. In the Monte Carlo simulation, at each repetition the sex-specific P(S + |D + ) was drawn from a β distribution. Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 (available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online) present the assumed distributions among women (parameter α = 269.55, parameter β = 333.45) and men (parameter α = 69.64, parameter β = 123.36).
Analysis of the role of occupational biomechanical risk factors
Biomechanical risk factors are major determinants of CTS risk and the fraction of cases attributable to occupational exposures in certain occupational groups might be above 70% (Rossignol et al., 1997; Roquelaure et al., 2009) . The risk of CTS has been consistently reported to be higher among manual workers (e.g. Mattioli et al., 2009b) . Thus, to reduce the potential for confounding due to occupational biomechanical exposures, we restricted our main analysis to non-manual workers, a subset of the general population that should be less exposed to biomechanical risk factors. However, available evidence suggests that occupational risk factors could be important determinants of CTS also among lowergrade white-collar workers (Roquelaure et al., 2009 ).
According to current evidence, biomechanical risk factors of CTS include the following (Kozak et al., 2015) :
1. force (high-quality evidence); 2. repetition/high exertion frequency (high-quality evidence); 3. vibration (moderate evidence); 4. wrist postures (low-quality evidence).
Differences between males and females in the exposure to forceful movements are not a major concern in our analysis, as they are likely to bias the estimates of interest (the relative risk for women compared with men) towards the null hypothesis. Indeed, previous studies reported that women tend to perform tasks with higher hand activity, but lower force (Landau et al., 1996; Eng et al., 2011) . Thus, neglecting it in a sensitivity analysis aimed at assessing a positive association between female sex and CTS risk should be a conservative approach. Nevertheless, we must consider that ergonomic assessment should be based on the evaluation of force on a relative scale; as the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) recommends, the ergonomists should estimate the relative level of effort rather than the absolute value of force applied (ACGIH, 2001). As females are expected to have a lower force than males, we cannot exclude that for a given level of exposure to biomechanical risk factors a female might have a higher risk than a male.
Repetition/high exertion frequency is an important determinant of CTS. A priori evidence suggests that confounding due to this exposure is likely to inflate the relative risks of CTS observed for women (Landau et al., 1996; Eng et al., 2011; Burt et al., 2013) . Hence, we wanted to provide risk estimates accounting for differences in exposure to repetitive movements between males and females. The most straightforward approach to account for unmeasured confounders is to perform an indirect adjustment, possibly within a Bayesian framework that allows incorporating uncertainty (Steenland and Greenland, 2004) . However, this method requires prior knowledge on the distribution of the confounder in the studied population. At present, a reliable survey on the exposure to repetitive movements by sex is not available for the population of Tuscany. Hence, we decided to reverse the approach, and conduct a target-adjustment sensitivity analysis to quantify the difference in the exposure to repetitive movements by sex that would be necessary to explain the apparent relative risk for females (Phillips, 2003) .
Lin and colleagues proposed an approach to study the sensitivity of point and interval estimates of the exposure under investigation (E) to the residual confounding effect of an unmeasured variable (U) after adjusting for measured covariates (Lin et al., 1998) . Assuming that U is normally distributed and that there is no interaction between E and U, the relative risk (RR) can be estimated by knowing the apparent relative risk (RR*), the relative risk of diseases associated with U (Γ), and the mean difference in the exposure to U across the E strata (δ):
The value of RR depends on the mean difference (δ) and not on the actual values of exposure to U. The aforementioned formula can be solved for δ:
where β*, β, and γ are, respectively, the regression parameters for RR*, RR, and Γ.
Estimation technique
We estimated β* by fitting regression models to empirical data (RR 5.78, 95% CI 4.93-6.76; see Table 2 ). β, Table 1 . Crude incidence rates (per 100 000 person-years) of carpal tunnel syndrome in the province of Siena, 1997 Siena, -1998 . Table adapted from Mattioli et al. 2009a . The number of cases was reconstructed based on the rates reported in the original publications and the number of subjects at-risk (Mattioli et al., 2009a; Mondelli et al., 2002) . the target coefficient of the sensitivity analysis, is by definition chosen by the investigators (Phillips, 2003) . Usually the target β is set to zero (absence of association). However, we performed two sets of analyses, the first with β equal to zero and the second with a β of 0.69 (RR = 2). The latter was a conservative choice made to account for further residual confounding due to occupational exposures other than repetition. We quantify the association between repetition and CTS risks (expressed by γ) with reference to the hand activity level (HAL) proposed by the ACGIH (ACGIH, 2001) . HAL considers exertion frequency, recovery time, and the speed of motion and it ranges between 0 (hands idle most of the time; no regular exertions) and 10 (rapid steady motion; difficulty keeping up or continuous exertion). At present, there is prospective evidence on the risk of CTS for a unitary increase in HAL from two large prospective cohort studies of industrial workers (Kapellusch et al., 2014; Violante et al., 2016) ; Fig. 1 presents the estimates from the two studies and the fixed-effect pooled estimate [hazard ratio 1.14, 95% CI 1.05-1.24]. Hence, in our Monte Carlo simulation we assumed γ (the β for HAL) as normally distributed with mean 0.1327 and standard deviation 0.0408, corresponding to the hazard ratio of CTS for a unitary increase in HAL observed in the available longitudinal studies. We also performed an analysis where γ was assumed constant with a value of 0.2127 (corresponding to a hazard ratio of 1.24, the upper bound of the 95% CI for the pooled estimate presented in Fig. 1 ).
Women Men
Hand-arm vibration and non-neutral wrist postures are suspected to be risk factor for CTS, but the evidence is limited (Kozak et al., 2015) . Regarding hand-arm vibration, exposure is unlikely to occur among nonmanual workers; thus, this factor is unlikely to bias the estimates observed for gender. On opposite, non-neutral wrist postures might be present in some non-manual occupations (e.g. those involving intense use of computers). However, there is only limited evidence of an increased risk of CTS due to hand-wrist postures and no sign of association was observed in the only large longitudinal study where a careful assessment of force and repetition was also performed (Harris-Adamson et al., 2015; Kozak et al., 2015) . Moreover, even though postures might be implied in the genesis of CTS, they are extremely difficult to be quantified (Bao et al., 2009) . On the balance, we decided against the direct incorporation of a possible effect of postures on CTS risk in our analysis. However, we conducted an analysis with a target RR of two, which allows for some residual confounding due to unmeasured occupational exposures, including handwrist postures.
We estimated the parameters of the β distribution for P(S+|D+) among women and men with the Figure 1 . Meta-analysis of available cohort studies on the association between HAL and CTS incidence.
parameter solver of Multc Lean desktop v2.1 (MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX). Statistical analysis was carried out using Stata 14.2 SE (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX). At first, we conducted a preliminary analysis of observed data; we estimated the incidence ratios (and 95% Poisson CI) of surgically treated CTS by occupation, sex, and age class. We then restricted our analysis to non-manual workers and we estimated the incidence rate ratio (IRR) of surgically treated CTS by fitting Poisson regression models with the observed counts as the dependent variable, age and sex as independent variables, and the logarithm of the number of person-years at-risk as the offset.
In our analysis, we accounted for systematic error (sex-related ascertainment bias) and random error by implementing a probabilistic bias analysis (Lash et al., 2011) . For our Monte Carlo simulation, we generated 100 000 simulated datasets based on observed data and assumed independent distributions for P(S + |D + ) among women and men; hence, we were able to estimates the counts of CTS diagnoses as the nearest integer of the observed counts multiplied by 1/P(S+|D+).
Then, within each database, we performed the following steps:
1. We estimated β coefficients adjusted for systematic error by adapting a Poisson regression models with the estimated counts of diagnoses as the dependent variable, age and sex as independent variables, and the logarithm of the number of person-years at-risk as the offset. 2. We calculated βs adjusted for systematic and random error through the formula (Lash et al., 2011) : β β adj systematic and random error a dj systematic error
w h e r e Z is a standard normal random variable (mean 0, SD 1) and SE observed data is the standard error estimated for the βs in the original data. 3. We drew γ from a random normal distribution with mean 0.1327 and standard deviation 0.0017 and we calculated the difference in average exposure to HAL between women and men necessary to explain the effect of sex (i.e. moving the β for sex adjusted for systematic and random error to the target β).
We presented our results as point estimates (50th percentile from the simulation) and 95% CI (2.5th and 97.5th percentiles); whenever appropriate, the estimated values were exponentiated to present IRR. The Stata code written for the Monte Carlo simulation is reported in the supplementary material.
Results
During the study period, 5482 CTS cases meeting our case definition were surgically treated in the Tuscany region. Table 3 shows the number of surgically treated CTS cases and the population at risk by occupational group, sex, and age; the corresponding incidence rates are presented in Fig. 2 . As expected, non-manual workers presented lower incidence of CTS. Also, a remarkable difference between males and females was consistently observed across all age classes. Among non-manual workers, the age-specific incidence rate ratios for women compared with men ranged between 3.57 (30-34 years) and 7.69 (40-44 years). Table 2 presents the IRR of CTS. The age-adjusted IRR of surgically treated CTS for women compared with men was 5.78 (95% CI 4.93-6.76). After accounting for sex-specific differential probability of receiving surgery through the Monte Carlo simulation, the IRR for sex declined to 4.01 (95% CI 3.34-4.93).
As shown in Table 4 , only huge differences in the average exposure of HAL between males and females could bring the estimated IRR to the targets established for our sensitivity analysis. When we assumed HAL as distributed according to the best available evidence (see Fig. 1 ), more than five points difference was needed to reach a target IRR of two. When the target was set to an IRR of one, we estimated an impossible difference in the average of HAL of 10.51 between males and females [a score of 10 corresponds to the greatest level of repetition imaginable (ACGIH, 2001)]. As expected, estimates were lower when we assumed an effect of HAL on CTS risk equal to the upper bound of the 95% CI for the pooled estimate presented in Fig. 1 ; however, the difference necessary to reach a target IRR of two was still as high as 3.28 (95% CI 2.42-4.24).
Discussion
In the Tuscany region, between 1997 and 2000, an almost 6-fold increase in the risk of surgically treated CTS was observed for women compared with men among non-manual workers. After accounting for differential access to CTS surgery, the IRR for women (compared with men) declined to four. Occupational biomechanical risk factors might also contribute to explain some of the residual effect for sex, but they are highly unlikely to be the only determinant of the increased risk of CTS observed for females compared with males.
We believe that the differences in the average of HAL necessary to reach the target IRR in our analysis were implausible in all the simulated scenarios, as they ranged between 3.28 and the impossible value of 10.50. According to the HAL metric, six points are the difference between a task where there is no regular exertion and a task characterized by steady exertions and infrequent pauses (ACGIH, 2001) . Also, a shift of three Figure 2. Incidence rates of surgically treated CTS by occupational groups, sex, and age classes. CI, confidence interval; HAL, hand activity level; IRR, incidence rate ratio. a IRR from the simulation presented in Table 3 .
b Assumed effect on CTS risk for a unitary increase in HAL. points in the HAL scale corresponds to a 4-to 8-fold variation in frequency (exertion/s) (ACGIH, 2001). Our findings are probably not surprising given that differences between males and females in CTS incidence have been reported consistently in different countries and periods (Atroshi et al., 1999; Mondelli et al., 2002; Bland et al., 2003; Mattioli et al., 2008; Gelfman et al., 2009; English et al., 2015; Roquelaure et al., 2017) . Moreover, a 2-fold increase in risk for women has also been demonstrated in a large prospective cohort study of industrial workers where biomechanical exposures where assessed according to ACGIH recommendations (Bonfiglioli et al., 2013; Violante et al., 2016) . However, available prospective cohort studies with careful assessment of occupational risk factors were designed to investigate the incidence of CTS only among manual workers (Kozak et al., 2015) ; thus, our study provides novel evidence supporting the existence of differences between males and females in CTS incidence not attributable to occupational risk factors among non-manual workers.
The causal pathway between sex and CTS could be mediated by several factors, including anthropometric variables, pregnancy, endocrine factors, and nonoccupational biomechanical exposures. In Italy, during the study period, women used to perform most of the housework (Bianchi et al., 2000; ISTAT 2007 ). Apostoli and colleagues evaluated the upper limb exposure to biomechanical risk factors experienced by a group of housewives; some common tasks resulted above the action limit recommended by the ACGIH (e.g. cleaning bathroom furniture) or even above the threshold limit value (e.g. floor cleaning, ironing) (Apostoli et al., 2012) . Moreover, full-time housewives showed a higher incidence of surgically treated CTS compared with nonmanual workers in our former analysis of Tuscany discharge records (Mattioli et al., 2009b) .
Hormonal factors could also play an important role in the genesis of CTS. A systematic review by Padua and colleagues reported an incidence of CTS during pregnancy ranging from 7 to 43% and a persistence of symptoms in about 30% of women 3 years after the pregnancy (Padua et al., 2010) . Alongside hormonal factors that characterized pregnancy, also those associated to menopause have been hypothesized as risk factor for CTS. In a Korean study, an up-regulation of estrogens receptors in the tenosynovial tissue was found to be associated with idiopathic CTS in postmenopausal women (Kim et al., 2010) . Moreover, in a Turkish case-control study, age at menopause was a predictor of the risk of CTS (Kaplan et al., 2008) . Anthropometric characteristics that differ between males and females might also be associated with CTS risk. Earlier studies suggested that the anatomical configuration of the wrist and of the carpal tunnel could be a predisposing factor for CTS (Boz et al., 2004; Moghtaderi et al., 2005) . Moreover, in a study of carpal tunnel characteristics performed with magnetic resonance imaging, women turned out to have a smaller carpal tunnel area and a smaller free space in carpal tunnel (Bower et al., 2006) . Recent studies confirmed that certain hand/wrist anthropometric configurations are associated with increased risk and severity of CTS (Mondelli et al., 2014 (Mondelli et al., , 2015 (Mondelli et al., , 2016a (Mondelli et al., , 2016b . Among anthropometric factors, body mass index is a well-known determinant of CTS (Shiri et al., 2015) ; it might also increase the detrimental effect of biomechanical exposures (Burt et al., 2013; Shiri et al., 2015) . However, according to the statistics released by ISTAT, in the Tuscany region, during the study period, the prevalence of overweight and obesity was lower in women than in men (ISTAT, 2007) . Thus, body mass index was probably a negative confounder in our analysis and was not one of the causes of the observed increased risk of CTS among females compared with males.
On the balance, we believe that our analysis provides support to the hypothesis that the risk of CTS is higher among women independently from occupational exposures. At first sight, the study of non-modifiable risk factors such as sex might have little apparent public health value . Thus, some authors suggested stratifying analysis by sex when studying musculoskeletal disorders (Messing and Silverstein, 2009; Silverstein et al., 2009) . This approach could have the beneficial effect of reducing residual confounding when sex acts as a surrogate of occupational exposures not completely captured by the measured variables. However, the study of the effect of sex (direct or mediated) may also add an important piece of information. Indeed, the association between a disease and sex does not imply the absence of potential for primary or secondary prevention. Sex is often related to specific diseases through complex pathways also involving modifiable risk factors; for instance, in the case of CTS, the risk associated with biomechanical exposures during housework should be properly addressed, as this activity might represent an important source of biomechanical overload also among workers (in Italy, particularly among women) (ISTAT, 2007) . Information on differences between males and females could also be useful to plan secondary prevention strategies, including health surveillance at the workplace.
Study strength and limitations
We presented data from a large population study of CTS surgery. Available information included sex, age, a broad classification of occupations, and the presence of comorbidities at the time of the surgery. The main strength of our study is the complete availability of discharge records from every Italian public/private hospital. We were virtually able to identify all Tuscany residents that received in-hospital surgery for CTS, independently from the location of the hospital. At the time of the study, out-of-hospital CTS surgery was almost completely absent in Italy and going abroad for treatment was presumably not a widely considered option for CTS (Mattioli et al., 2009b) .
The main limitation of our study is that we were not able to produce indirectly adjusted estimates due to the absence of reliable information on average levels of exposure to biomechanical risk factors among non-manual workers. Thus, we had to conduct a target-adjustment sensitivity analysis that conveyed information on how likely were unmeasured confounders to explain the observed association, but do not allowed us estimating the residual risk of CTS for females compared with males after accounting for occupational biomechanical exposures. As for any register-based study, we cannot exclude the presence of misclassification. However, age and sex should be classified almost perfectly because, for administrative purposes, all discharge records include the fiscal code that convey information of sex and birth year. On opposite, some amount of misclassification could be present for occupation, which was added to the records based on self-reported information. Thus, we cannot exclude that some of the subjects included in our main analysis were actually manual workers. This sort of bias might have slightly increased the potential for confounding due to occupational biomechanical exposures. In our analysis, we did not consider the role of forceful movements. This sort of exposure is likely to introduce negative confounding in the association between sex and CTS because is more common among males (Landau et al., 1996; Eng et al., 2011; Burt et al., 2013) . Hence, we left out force with the purpose to provide more conservative estimates. Unfortunately, we did not have enough data to account for occupational risk factors other than repetition and force. To deal with this issue, we set the target IRR to two, allowing for residual confounding. To quantify the exposure to repetitive movements, we applied the HAL metric proposed by the ACGIH (ACGIH, 2001) . However, in a real world setting, this method is recommended only for jobs characterized by cyclic tasks, while most non-manual workers perform a complex mixture of acyclic tasks. Although it would not be materially possible to assess the exposure among many non-manual workers, our analysis refers to theoretical average values that, in principle, exist for every job. In our simulation, we considered as null the interaction between age and the exposure to repetitive movements (different effect of HAL across age classes); this assumption is in line with available knowledge, but we cannot exclude the presence of minor biases (Kapellusch et al., 2014; Violante et al., 2016) . Another limitation of our analysis is the absence of information on some putative occupational determinants of CTS that could have different distribution by sex. Among others, the exposure to low temperatures might impair the nerve conduction and increase the likelihood of receiving a diagnosis of CTS (Scalco et al., 2013) ; at the same time, the exposure to low temperatures might be more frequent in some industry with a high proportion of female employees. Thus, we cannot exclude that our estimates might still be confounded by minor putative occupational risk factors.
The study period ended on 31 December 2000; this decision was made because after this date the number of surgical procedures for CTS performed out-of-hospital-and not reported in discharge records-started to increase. Extending the study periods to recent years could have introduced new sources of ascertainment bias.
To restrict our case definition to idiopathic CTS, we excluded a small proportion of cases (245 out of 17 988, 1.4%) with known local/systemic diseases predisposing to CTS onset. However, we could not adjust the denominators (number of workers at risk) as reliable statistics on the distribution of the selected diseases by gender. This fact might introduce a minor bias in our analysis. As most of the selected comorbidities are age-related (e.g. diabetes or arthritis), a possible bias should be stronger when studying aged workers, irrespectively of sex; thus, we believe that the possible misspecification of the denominators in our analysis did not induce any major source of bias when analyzing the IRR by sex.
Conclusions
Our study does not support the hypothesis that differences in the incidence of CTS between males and females are fully attributable to the exposure to occupational biomechanical risk factors or differential access to care by sex. The complex pathway between sex and CTS should be assessed through the conduction of studies with information on both occupational and non-occupational risk factors.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at Annals of Work Exposures and Health online.
